While studying the influence of Erasmus on the Shakespeare Jest-looks , 1 ) and examining the question whether the numerous stories in them which also are related by the great Humanist, come down from the latter, or from bis sources; and this other problem, whether the Compiler of the Mery Tales was under the direct influence of Erasmus, or knew bis writings only through those of contemporary humanists, I happened to light on the sources of many other tales, with which Erasmus has nothing to do. Afterwards I looked more closely into the matter and contemplated editing the conclusion of my researches, when I became aware that the same work had been done by A. L. Stiefel.
2 ) I had much pleasure in reading through his valuable article evincing a widespread erudition and a prudent critical sense. I accepted it äs a most complimentary reward for my wearying -and unnecessaryresearches that I had come almost to the same results.
In the present contribution I wish to point out a very few facts that seem to have been overlooked by A. L. Stiefel.
He does not mention any source for tale 56 (page 73): XXXI, p. 453 (Oct. 1908). 11 Of hym that at a skyrmyshe defended him with his feet Ivi 11 A lustye yonge gentyll man of France, that on a tyme was at a skyrmysshe, and defended him seife valyantly with his feet, came in to the courte, in to a chambre amonge ladies, with a goodly ringe vpon his fynger, to whom a fayre lady sayde: syr, why weare ye that rynge vpon your fynger? Wherfore aske you, madame, quod he? Bycause (sayde she) your feet dyd you better seruice than your handes at the last skyrmysshe that ye were at.
Similar to this tale is an epigram by Thomas More:
In militem fvgacem et anvlatvm.
Aureus iste manus miles cur annulus ornat lure tuos ornet qui meliore pedes? Vtilior nuper, meliorque in Märte feroci Planta tibi palmis una duabus erat.
)
Of course the tale is not a literal translation, for only the lady's question and her reply are identical. One would almost think that only this portion was quoted from More, and was inserted in a story which may have been current in those days. The Compiler of the Jest-book must have known this epigram, äs he borrowed five other tales from More's book (tales 11, 41, 42, 88, 89) ; the very fact that he did not understand "fugacem" makes it even highly probable that the latin poem was his only source; it looks äs if he had been misled by the words: " \ 7 tilior ... Planta tibi palmis una duabus erat", which made him think that the soldier did not flee, but literally "defended him with his feet". Very likely he expanded and almost dramatised the rather far-fetched point of this epigram to a kind of story: indeed he was not a mere translator:
2 ) many times he localises his tales; makes a good choice from Brant's additions to Poggio Another of Luscinius' loci ac Saks, no. LXXVIII (p. E 8 b) has a striking likeness with one of the 26 new tales of the second edition, viz. "11 Of the Canon and his man. cxxviii (p. 140). The tale relates that during a meal a servant was reproved because there was no bread on the table, and that he answered there would have been bread enough if the guests had left it alone. In Luscinius' story wine is wanting; here the man replies that the glasses are emptied s soon s he fills them up again. It is true, the two versions are quite different, s may be seen from these sentences:
l ) The Compiler could not conveniently translate this sentence, unless he explained the point, which would have led him too far.
The misspelling· of "Corar" for "Cora#" in the Jest-book (cp. StiefeFs article, p. 512) does not imply that the source was printed in black letter; at least the edition of Luscinius' loci ac Sales is in Roman types; but s the Jest-book itself was printed and reprinted in black letter, the compositor or the different editors may be responsible for the n sreading. Still the Compiler may have found this story in the Jod (he used them for one of the tales which follow in the Jest-booK) and possibly arranged it into its present shape.
A. L. Stiefel supposes that many of the tales of the JestbooJc ha\ T e been borrowed from J. Gast's Convivales Sermones. Not one, however, has to be brought back to that book äs to its unique source. All of them are to be found in the works of Luscinius, Barlandus and Erasmus, which the Compiler used. Still, since all the tales which Gast has in common with these authors, were copied from them so very literally that there is not the slightest difference, it cannot be proved from the tales themselves whether the original or the copy were translated into English. For itis possible, after all, that the Compiler of the Jest-boolc did use the Convivales Sermones for some of these stories: that possibility, however, grows very tiny indeed if we consider that other tales of the Jest-booJc are not to be found in Gast, but only in the very books from which he himself collected bis Convivales Sermones.') And if, e. g., three stories are told similarly by the Jest-book and Barlandus, of which only iwo are extant in Gast's collection, it is extremely probable that even these two were translated from the same source äs that from which undoubtedly the third was taken. Tale 126 of the Jest-booJc is not the translation of this text of the Apologia; besides it is hardly conceivable that the Compiler should have made use of such a controversial treatise. Still this story may have been derived from one of E.'s writings. For just s there is some similarity between tale 125, and its source, the letter to Martinus Lipsius, and the Apologia, so there is in both texts of the story about the Capitis discrimen, in the Apologia and the Jest-booJc, a resemblance in the way of relating the fact, and even in the choice of the words, which implies that the author of the Apologia is identical with the one who wrote -perhaps in a lost letter -the Latin text from which this tale was translated. From such an acquaintance of the author of the Jest-book with Erasmus' works, we may safely conclude that there was no intermediary between him and the Ecclesiastes. The book had been eagerly expected by Erasmus* friends s early s 1528*) and must have gained a widespread renown in a very short time, äs i t was edited eight times between 1535 and 1540. The Erasmus-lover who wrote this 115, 119, 120, 122 and 140 were literally copied by Gast in his Convivales Sermones; but it is highly probable that these 5 stories have not been derived from that book, but from the same work which, without any doubt, was used for the 122nd tale, since, äs far äs we know, it is not found in any of the collections which appeared before the second edition of our Jest-boolc.
From all that has been said it follows that Gast's Convivales Sermones must not necessarily be considered äs one of the sources for the Jest-book: for it cannot be proved that one single tale has to be traced back to it äs to its only possible origin, whereas it is very probable that all the stories, which the Jest-book has in comrnon with Gast, were derived from the very sources of Gast, which, without any doubt, were known to, and used by the Compiler. Consequently the date of the first edition of the Tales, and Quiclcc Anstceres must not be put back to 1542/43, äs Stiefel presumes; on the contrary it may be assumed that it appeared about 1535, or even earlier. For the Compiler of the 114 tales of the first edition was probably identical with the author of the 26 tales of the second edition, äs Stiefel proves from the identity of style and sources. Still sonie change has taken place between the two editions. In the 114 first tales the author is a good catholic, äs may be proved from two sentences which Stiefel quotes from tales 32 and 100. In the 26 last tales he does not seem to be any longer a f riend to Korne.
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A good partisan of "the Holy See Apostolyke" (tale 100: the source, Brant, has ad sedem apostolicam) would hardly have inserted stories like tales 117 and 118, where "the kynges Maiestyes commissioners" go "intoo the realme in visytacyon" and question the "parsones" about the author of the New Testament. In the 2d edition the pope is no longer "our holye father" äs in tale 32; its source, Poggio, has only "Pontificem"; in tale 122 Erasmus' "Pontifex" is translated by "the bishop of Rome".') Even the quoting of tales like 123 to 126 about the "dotishe fryers" and "notable doctours" and their attitude towards Erasmus, corroborates that fact, for notwithstanding their reservedness, they are more stinging than the broad good-humoured jests of the first edition, which were known by every one and by which no one feit offended. As no tale of the flrst edition of the Jest-look is derived from Erasmus' Ecdesiastes, published in 1535, it looks äs if this book, from which so many stories were translated for the second edition, had not yet appeared then, or had not yet made its way to England.
The comparison of this Jest-book with the numerous books printed by Berthelet, which Stiefel suggests, äs a means to decide the exact date of the first edition of the Mery tales, is unfortunately impossible for me just now. Meanwhile S. W. Singer, in his preface to the edition of this Jest-book, London 1814 (page XV) corroborates my plea for an early appearance: "the present volume, in its arrangement and execution, bears evidence of being one of his [Berthelet's] early performances ... It is printed in a semi-gothic letter, which is common to most of the earlier productions of the same printer." The terminus a quo would be the youngest of the sources, the Apophthegmata of Erasmus, which appeared mense Martio 1531.*) I think it is hardly necessary to suppose a long interval between this date and that of the edition of the Mery Tales; for it follows from his numerous editions of Erasmus' books that Berthelet must have had a fair acquaintance with all that the great Humanist wrote or thought. At any rate, the author of this Jest-book, 1 ) Cp. Ames and Herbert, op. cit, p. 417 ff., and Handlists of English printers: London, 1905, vol. III. 2 ) The author of the Jest-book made use of Erasmus' Apophthegmata, aiid not of a traiislation (cp. Stiefel's article, p. 518); a very limited number of these Apophthegmata were translated both by the author of the Mery Tales and by Nicolas Udall, but it is obvious that neither of them had any influence on the other (e. g. tales 106, 107 and 108; cp. Nie. Udall, The Apophthegmes of Erasmus; Reprint of 1877, Boston, Roberts, p. 325, 326, 327) . Richard Taverner too, in his Garden of Wysdome (London, n. d.) relates in a totally different way the stories about Socrates (tale 49), Phocion (t. 107) and Dionysius (t. 79). The Jest-book cannot have borrowed any tale from Taverner's Flowers of Sencies (London, 1547), nor from Richard Morysine's Floures of moste notable sentences (London, 1544), äs both of them contain only short sayings and witty answers without any story whatever. 9* whoever he may be, proved that he knew, in addition to Colloquia and Apophthegmata, even part of the correspondence, which implies at least a great interest in Erasmus, if not a personal acquaintance with him or with bis numerous English friends. I have not yet found the sources of those tales, the origin of which was unknown to A. L. Stiefel, when he was writing his article. I might add that the story of the blind man and his boy (tale 131) is related also by Jacobus Brassicanus Roterodamus in his Facetiae (Fabularum tebellus, & Aliquot Facetiae: Goudae, 1586) p. 112. The latter's latin text is difterent from the tale, though the subject is identical. It corroborates StiefeFs supposition that there was some latin source, which was used for both the Facetiae and the Jest-look, and which, äs yet, has escaped detection.
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